
 NETIZEN



The NETIZEN badge is a human rights education practice created by Davit KAKAVA 
and Nika BAKHSOLIANI – trainers and founders of XELI

XELI is an independent non-profit making organisation based in Tbilisi, Georgia.
XELI consists of human rights activists, youth workers, educators and 
professionals working in the field of internet governance. XELI sets the 
mission to support integration of human rights norms and values into the 
internet through education, advocacy, activism and coding.

XELI is based on_
> Human Rights and dignity
> Transparency and respect
> Individuality and cosmopolitanism

Find more about us at xeli.me

We created this practice together with our partner in Norway - Shokkin Group Norge. 
Shokkin Group Norge is a youth organisation in Norway which works supports minor-
ity groups with youth projects. This project was supported by the Norwegian National 
Agency within Erasmus+ Programme of the European Commission.

The badge design was made by Ivan DURGUTOVSKI
This booklet was also made by him.
He’s awesome!



WHO SHOULD USE NETIZEN BADGE: 
WHEN, WHERE AND HOW?

WHO Youth Workers

WHEN, WHERE During international, local, online events such as workshops, trainings, 
seminars, webinars related to digital youth work and privacy: 

HOW Register your organization at www.badgecraft.eu, learn how the BadgeCraft.eu works,  
and import NETIZEN project into your projects.

* get a copy of the programme on www.xeli.me

INTRODUCTION
Name games

Getting to Know Each Other

Team Building Activities

DECONSTRUCTION
Terms used during the event

How internet works

Threats and threat-modeling

CRYPTOPARTY
Safer Browsing and 

Communications

Data Protection

Social Media Safety

Mobile Safety

DEMOCRACY ONLINE
Internet and Human Rights

Online Activism

Digital Youth Work

Internet Governance



WHERE TO FIND THE BADGE—PROJECT?
You can find our project on www.badgecraft.eu
Project Link http://bit.ly/NETIZENbyXELI 

PROJECT QR CODE

HOW IS NETIZEN BADGE CONSTRUCTED?
You become a NETIZEN - receive the main badge - once you have accomplished 
and received all eight badges:

PRIVACY PRODIGY
CYBER—ACTIVIST
INTERNET AMBASSADOR
INTERNET ARCHITECT
KNOWLEDGE HOTSPOT
SAFETY FREAK
LINGUA—ADMIN
DIGITAL YOUTH WORKER

One gets the badge when all the tasks are completed. Some tasks are constructed in a 
way that requires participants to research, learn and identify key points from the training 
individually, some needs them to work in a team and present the outputs of the group 
work and some requires them to become a multiplier.



PRIVACY
PRODIGY
Theory 
of Privacy

TASKS
YOU HAVE TO FINISH ALL TASKS 
TO GET THE BADGE

TASK NO. 1
What kind of data is sensitive for you?

TASK NO. 2
What is tracking? Why are you being 
tracked? (Discuss it in the group and 
write the outcome)

TASK NO. 3
Open 5 most visited webpage from 
your browser and find out how many 
trackers are on you

TASK NO. 4
What is the worst password you have 
ever had?

TASK NO. 5
List all of the createrias how your 
select audiance for sharing personal 
and job-related information on social 
networks

TASK NO. 6
Discuss in your group plausable ef-
fects of the digital threats on physical 
safety, and list them all, and upload 
the evidence

TASK NO. 7
Make a photograph of the pool, and 
upload it with photograph metadata 
removed



CYBER 
ACTIVIST
Human Rights 
in the internet

TASKS
YOU HAVE TO FINISH ALL TASKS 
TO GET THE BADGE

TASK NO. 1
Discuss with the group what human 
rights are connected to the internet, 
write the outcome as a tweet here.

TASK NO. 2
Which regulations give citizens the 
right and control over their own data? 
(discuss it in a group)

TASK NO. 3
What kind of human rights are upheld 
by the internet? (which human rights 
are supported by the internet?)

TASK NO. 4
What is hate speech? 
(discuss it in a group)

TASK NO. 5
Why is hate speech a problem for 
human rights? Discuss it in the group 
write it in one paragraph

TASK NO. 6
Find out what Data Rights mean. Why 
is it important to talk about it? 
(Discuss it in a group and write 
us an outcome)

TASK NO. 7
What are the ways to identify the fake 
facts online? Who produces them? 
Make a mind-map about the fake facts, 
and upload a photo



INTERNET 
AMBASSADOR
Internet and 
the society

TASKS
YOU HAVE TO FINISH ALL TASKS 
TO GET THE BADGE

TASK NO. 1
Who are the main stakeholders in 
the field of internet? Discuss with the 
badge-group and write a list

TASK NO. 2
What does Dataism mean? How does 
it affect you discuss it within the group 
and write a tweet about it here

TASK NO. 3
What could happen if the net-neutrali-
ty principle is abolished? Watch some 
videos online with the badge-group, 
discuss it and write it here

TASK NO. 4
Find out which organisations are 
running the event for internet 
governance in your country

TASK NO. 5
Discuss in your badge group what does 
“Social Media bubble” mean. 
How does it affect you?

TASK NO. 6
How can social media steer the 
elections campaign? Share with your 
group the realities from your country.



INTERNET 
ARCHITECT
How does
internet work?

TASKS
YOU HAVE TO FINISH ALL TASKS 
TO GET THE BADGE

TASK NO. 1
When was internet created? Why?

TASK NO. 2
What does “decentralised architec-
ture” mean for the internet?

TASK NO. 3
How can social media algorithms 
create a division in the society? 
(discuss it in your group and 
write the outcome)

TASK NO. 4
What ISP do you use for the internet 
access at your home?

TASK NO. 5
Where is the origin of the internet 
at your home?



KNOWLEDGE 
HOTSPOT
Transferring 
experience 
to others

TASKS
YOU HAVE TO FINISH ALL TASKS 
TO GET THE BADGE

TASK NO. 1
Organise a session by yourself

TASK NO. 2
Create a non-formal learning-based 
tool or methodology about the topic

TASK NO. 3
Implement a learning session about 
the topic for and with young people

TASK NO. 4
Participate in drafting the text for the 
publication

TASK NO. 5
Share the publication with your 
colleagues (upload a photo-evidence)

TASK NO. 6
Make an info-meeting about the 
project at your organisation



SAFETY 
FREAK
Privacy 
in Practice

TASKS
YOU HAVE TO FINISH ALL TASKS 
TO GET THE BADGE

TASK NO. 1
Install the safe messenger app, con-
firm safety keys with at least one per-
son, and send the screenshot.

TASK NO. 2
Install Privacy Badger & HTTPS every-
where extension on any browser and 
upload screenshot

TASK NO. 3
PGP - exchange public keys with Davit, 
and send encrypted email to davit@
xeli.me

TASK NO. 4
Tor/VPN - using TOR or VPN go to 
www. xeli.me, and share the link of the 
latest post.

TASK NO. 5
Cyberthreats: list 4 threats, and ex-
plain why you consider them as threats 
(Discuss it within the group).

TASK NO. 6
Cryptomator/VeraCrypt: send an 
ecrypted container to davit@xeli.me, 
and share encryption password using 
pgp

TASK NO. 7
Create a threat model and upload its 
photo

TASK NO. 8
Write you current strongest password

TASK NO. 9
Whats is holistic approach in safety? 
(Discuss it in the group and share the 
outcome)



LINGUA
ADMIN
Synchronising 
the terms in other 
and your languages

TASKS
YOU HAVE TO FINISH ALL TASKS 
TO GET THE BADGE

TASK NO. 1
This is the task for the whole group - 
Create a google doc for the 
vocabulary, where you will write 
all the terms with the descriptions.

TASK NO. 2
Add at least 2 terms in the vocabulary 
with the definitions. The terms should 
be connected with our project topic.

TASK NO. 3
What were the new terms that you found 
out during the “millionnaire” or “e-Slang” 
activites? Is there something unclear for 
you? Share it with your badge-group and 
try to find the answers.

TASK NO. 4
Make errors - we should learn 
on our mistakes.

TASK NO. 5
When needed, explain to others 
specific terms used. Give examples 
of specific terms which you 
explained to others.

TASK NO. 6
Learn at least few phrases in other 
language(s). Write them down!

TASK NO. 7
In which ways and means of using your 
language do you feel confident 
(listening, talking, reading, writing)? 
Why?



NETIZEN
I’m a master of 
cyber-hygiene

TASK
CLAIM THIS BADGE ONCE YOU HAVE ALL THE 8 BADGES!

REQUIRED 
BADGES

You have to get 8 
badges in this project

FEEDBACK
 
NETIZEN Badge-project is currently a beta version, 
we are working very hard to finetune it. 
Your feedback and recommendations are crucial.
You can contact us at our email info@xeli.me 




